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Abstract 
 
Due to the rapid progress of computer technology, we are being shifted to ubiquitous computing 
paradigm. In ubiquitous computing environment, we will frequently interact with various devices 
at the same time. So, the system that alleviates a burden of excessive interactions is required. In 
this paper we describe a framework for the development of the wearable computer system that can 
understand the context of human life and help a person interact with many ubiquitous computing 
devices. As one of the methods to understand user’s context, we present a subsystem that 
automatically identify which device the user is looking at. The developed wearable computer 
system senses ubiquitous computing devices with which a user wants to interact and also 
communicates with them. Utilizing these capabilities, it intermediates between a person and 
ubiquitous computing devices. But there needs further refinement and correction with regard to 
context awareness and agent in further research. 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
The rapid progress of computer technology is urging us into ubiquitous computing paradigm 
which was coined by Mark Weiser in 1988. Ubiquitous computing means that everyday objects 
have computing devices therefore a person might be served anytime, anywhere by ubiquitous 
computing devices. However, there are some remaining problems to be solved in ubiquitous 
computing (Weiser, 1993). In particular, if we are living in ubiquitous computing environment, we 
will frequently interact with various ubiquitous computing devices at the same time. These 
excessive interactions not only fatigue us but also disturb us in concentrating upon our work. 
Moreover, because various ubiquitous computing devices have their own interaction styles, it is 
not easy for us to fully understand them. 

To solve the problems mentioned above, the system which guides a person in her direct interaction 
and also manage the interactions efficiently and by itself with awareness of her context are 
indispensable; Wearable computing paradigm gives a convincing solution to this system which 
has to be always on and always accessible (Mann, 1997). We can get some advantages by using 
wearable computer: it is easy to offer multimodal interface so that a person can interact naturally 
and efficiently, it is convenient for offering personalized services, and it is good for getting user’s 
information through the embedded sensors.  

In general, ubiquitous computing paradigm provides localized information, localized control, and 
resource management and wearable computing paradigm gives privacy, and personalization 
features. If we properly mix ubiquitous computing technology and wearable computing 
technology, we can overcome disadvantages of each technology (Rhodes, 1999). We expect that 



the wearable computer will play an important role in a ubiquitous computing environment since 
the system that control ubiquitous computing devices will be necessary, although those devices are 
more intelligent than before. 

In this paper we will attempt to provide a framework for the development of an intelligent 
wearable assistance system (IWAS) which helps a person interact with lots of ubiquitous 
computing devices. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the 
concept and the development of WAS, Section 3 describes implementation results, and Section 4 
concludes with some future works. 

2 IWAS 
 
The Intelligent Wearable Assistance System (IWAS) is a kind of wearable computer that can sense, 
control and communicate with many ubiquitous computing devices. Its main purpose is to provide 
the intuitive and convenient interaction method between a person and ubiquitous computing 
devices. A user can easily control and interact with devices dispersed throughout a ubiquitous 
computing environment by this interface, even though the user does not have any manual or 
detailed knowledge about those devices (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1: The concept of IWAS 

Utilizing its sensing and communication capabilities, the IWAS intermediates between each media 
component and the user and offers a friendlier interface to the user who wears this system. The 
IWAS must be able to automatically detect the intentions of the user who wants to use any specific 
ubiquitous computing device and then get the information about that device. Furthermore, the 
IWAS also has to perform some prepared functions on electronic devices, obeying the user’s 
intention. 



 In summary, we can say that in ubiquitous computing is the IWAS both an agent that let a person 
comfort and an interface that intermediates between the person and ubiquitous computing devices. 
 
2.1 Hardware Configuration and Components 
 

 
Figure 2: Hardware Configuration of the IWAS 

Figure 3 shows the hardware configuration of the IWAS. When we designed the input devices of 
the IWAS, we intended that they be hands-free devices. Thus, the IWAS has several input devices 
such as a microphone for voice command input, FSR (Force Sensing Register) sensing units from 
Tekscan, Inc. for touch input, and a 3-axis postural sensing unit, MI-A330LS manufactured by 
MicroInfinity Corporation for gesture detection (Figure 4). The FSR sensors are used to measure 
the pressures on the attached points when a user touches the jacket. The 3-axes postural sensors 
calculate three rotation angles which are called roll, pitch, and yaw in 3-axes and three 
acceleration values at each axis. The sensors output the result data via an RS232 interface. The 
FSR sensors are attached on the chest part of the jacket and the 3-axis postural sensor fixed on an 
elastic sports band is located on the arm wrist. As output devices, one earphone and one 
monocular see-through HMD are attached on the wearable platform. 

 

Figure 3: FSR sensor and 3-axes postural sensor 

A mobile mini note PC from JVC is chosen as a main computer. That has the advantages of quick 
and easy development and compatibility with various peripherals like wireless LAN, USB, 
PCMCIA, and IEEE1394 devices. We made an inner pocket at the back part of the jacket to insert 
a main computer. 

For communication with ubiquitous computing devices, the IWAS uses a wireless LAN adapter 
and an Infrared Data Association (IrDA) transceiver module, so that it interacts with ubiquitous 
computing devices in a general manner. 

To get the information of a wearer’s view, we developed infrared ray identification (IRID) tag 
transmitters and an IRID reader (Figure 5). Each IRID tag transmitter is embedded in ubiquitous 
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computing devices and an IRID reader is attached to the HMD. The location of the IRID reader in 
the developed jacket is based on the tendency for a user to look at an object first when he is 
interested in it. We additionally developed a universal remote controller to communicate with the 
existing electronic appliances in home environments, 

With the help of these devices, the IWAS can detect ubiquitous computing devices when a user 
approaches the interesting ubiquitous computing devices and look at them. In addition, the IWAS 
can control various kinds of existing electronic appliances through the developed universal remote 
controller.  

We built a customized control board for the measurement of the analog data from an IRID reader 
and FSR sensors (Figure 5). ATmega163, an 8-bit microcontroller from Atmel Inc., which has an 
8-channel 10bit A/D converter and three 8bit PWM timers for sensing and control, was used to 
develop the control board. To supply electrical power to several sensors, the HMD, and the control 
hardware, a 7.2V 2000mAh NiMH battery is embedded in the vest. All hardware control boards 
described above are connected to the main computer via USB port.  

 

Figure 4: Uiniversal Remote Controller and IRID Reader and IRID Tag (The IRID reader 
attached to the see through HMD). 

 
2.2 Automatic Device Identification System 
 
To identify what a user is looking at is a fundamental process to provide interactive and 
personalized services. Even though the gesture recognition or the speech recognition may be used 
as a means of detecting the user’s intention, both of these methods will require some specific 
restrictions. The head direction information is intuitive so that it would be a good clue to know 
which device the user wants to interact with.  If she wants to watch TV, for example, she would be 
in front of that TV and look at the TV. The IWAS, therefore, need to be able to automatically 
identify which device a user is looking at. 

Some researches have already been done on automatic identification systems. There are a few 
proposed methods such as computer vision identification system (Starner, Schiele & Pentland, 
1998), radio frequency identification (RFID) systems (Sarma, Weis & Engels, 2002), and infrared 
ray identification (IRID) systems (Starner, Kirsh & Assefa, 1997). The approach based on 
computer vision is not suitable for practical use, since it is sensitive to variation of illumination. 
And the approach based on radio frequency may cause unexpected interference or malfunction. 
The approach based on infrared, however, can get stable performance at low cost as it avoids 
above disadvantages. 



 

Figure 5: Automatic Device Identification System 

We present an automatic device identification system (ADIS) similar to the infrared ray 
identification system, but the ADIS is slightly different with regard to sensor arrangement (Figure 
5). A person keeps an IRID reader, and each device has its own IRID tag, so it is possible to 
directly get what she is looking at. This system is composed of three main components. The first 
of them is the IRID tag which is embedded in ubiquitous computing devices. In order to recognize 
multiple tags at the same time, the each IRID tag emits the unique infrared signal in a random 
frequency within predefined range. We implement the IRID tag so that a person with the distance 
of two meters can simultaneously recognize four tags (Figure 6). And the next is the IRID reader 
which reads data from the IRID tag. The IRID reader is attached on the HMD so that the field of 
its view follows the users. The third is the data process subsystem which keeps the data gotten 
from the IRID reader for the least three seconds and recognizes devices having frequency over the 
threshold after scanning kept data. 

 

Figure 6: Target Spatial Resolution 

 

Figure 7: Experiment 1 (left) and Experiment 2 (right) 

When a user wearing the IWAS goes into an active region of the IRID tag and looks at the device, 
the IRID reader senses the transmitted data. The left of Figure 7 shows the experiment 1 in which 
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a user walks around a room where two ubiquitous computing devices exist. In experiment 1, the 
two ubiquitous computing devices are laid on a parallel line, while the device A is transmitting 4 
of ID and the device B is transmitting 8 of ID. The sequence of signals is showing that the system 
well reflects user’s intention (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8: The Result of Experiment 1 

 
We present another example of the device recognition. Like the experiment 1, the device A is 
transmitting 4 of ID and the device B is transmitting 8 of ID. But the two devices are laid on two 
different sides, facing toward each other (the right of Figure 7). And a user stands on the center 
where is influenced by both the devices. At first the user looks at the device A and turns to the 
device B and looks at it. We likewise get the result which faithfully follows user’s intention 
(Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: The Result of Experiment 2 

2.3 Interface Agent System 
 
We developed the interface agent system that has multimodal interfaces, so that novices can more 
easily access the IWAS and the IWAS has more expressive power. 

As ADIS recognizes the device and a user has a continual interest in it, the agent system responds 
to the user. This system enables a user to get the information about the identified device through 
both visual and aural interfaces. In particular, by using the device information that is obtained 
from the ADIS, the agent system shows the function or explanation of the device through HMD 
and simultaneously tells the user which device is identified. 
 
By using see-through HMD, we implement basic augmented reality (AR) that is the process of 
overlaying and aligning computer-generated images over a user’s view of the physical world. In 
particular, an internal half-silvered mirror of the HMD combines images from an LCD display 
with the user’s vision of the world. 



We use OpenGL, a graphic library for graphic rendering. Also, for speech synthesis, we use a Text 
To Speech (TTS) program developed by Cowon Sytems, Inc. If the device allows a user to choose 
a variety of options, it is difficult for the user to scan all the choices for the desired one. Therefore, 
we record the selected choices in order to briefly show frequently used choices at next time.   

This system utilizes the user’s speech, touch, and gestures, as input interfaces, without disturbing 
the hands. The speech recognition system is the primary component but it is supplemented by 
several other components. For speech recognition, we use an HMM speech recognition system 
developed in our laboratory that can recognize about 50 words. For touch recognition, this system 
analyzes the input signals from the FSR sensors and decides which parts are touched. This 
interface is important when various inputs are necessary at one time. For tracking a hand motion, 
this system also analyzes the input signals from a 3-axes postural sensor and figures out the 
difference of data. These interfaces can be mixed. For instance, it is possible that a user says 
“volume” and raises his hand to increase the volume of TV. 

In IWAS, we mainly use a speech recognition system for input interface. The speech recognition 
system is an intuitive and common interface, but it has limitations. Ambient noise from a TV, a 
radio, and something in the house causes the poor recognition result. Moreover it is impossible to 
control when the wearer is talking. So the gesture recognition as natural interfaces except speech 
recognition is required. Many researches on gesture recognition have been studied based on 
Computer vision. But computer vision based gesture recognition is not suited in the house, 
because it is very sensitive to luminance variation. Therefore we propose a simple wearable 
gesture recognition system for the input interface of IWAS. It allows the wearer to control IEM by 
an arm gesture. 

 

Figure 10: Overview of Wearable Gesture Recognition System 

We apply the general approach of computer vision based gesture recognition system to our system 
(Figure 10). When the user wearing the sensor on his wrist like a watch makes a gesture, that 
motion is tracked. And we analyze this sensed data. Then we recognize a gesture based on model 
parameters from analysis. For recognition, we use HMM technique. 

In a ubiquitous computing environment, this system communicates with devices through a 
wireless LAN adapter, the data packet of which is based on the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
because data loss is not critical but fast communication is necessary. Additionally, this system 
commands the existing electronic appliances such as the TV, video recorder, and hi-fi through a 
universal remote controller. 
 



3 Implementation Results 
 

    
Figure 11: An Implemented IWAS. (The left is front view and the right is side view) 

A developed IWAS is shown as above (Figure 11). We designed IWAS as a form of a jacket, 
taking into account a user’s convenience in everyday life. To verify the overall performance of the 
developed IWAS, we present a demonstration. We make a scenario for the demonstration. Then 
we get the developed IWAS tested within the scenario. In this demonstration, a user is in front of 
TV and he has interest in it. The IWAS, therefore, shows him a menu while it tells him about the 
TV. The user says “Turn on” and the IWAS turns the TV on. The IWAS, without being prompted, 
changes the channel to his favorite one. While watching, the user controls the TV by speech, touch, 
and gesture (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12: A Demonstration through the Implemented IWAS 

 
4 Conclusions and Future Works 
 
In this paper, we described the concept of the Intelligent Wearable Assistance System (IWAS). 
And we implemented an IWAS that helps a user interact with lots of ubiquitous computing 
devices and also intermediates between the user and ubiquitous computing devices. Subsequently, 
we presented implemented results and verified the overall performance of the developed IWAS. 

Through our wearable system, a user may focus on useful jobs, instead of wasting his energy on 
numbers of interactions with objects. And it will cover a heavy burden that the user should have 
knowledge of objects. Also it allows the user to interact with objects in intimate ways. Finally, it 
has much potential to be practically used in various works. The closer we come to the ubiquitous 
computing environment, the more it is important.  



In order that a person uses this system more friendly with more interest, 3D elements are 
necessary when we display the menu or the manual of the ubiquitous computing device. We hope 
to extend our research, by utilizing the wearable computer, to research on augmented reality. As 
well, we will research context awareness beyond simple device recognition. We will bring the 
concept of open agent architecture into the IWAS, in order to cooperate with the existing other 
agents.  
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